23	WHAT IS A BALLAD?
by the circumstance that the lines of the tirade are usually
equipped with a medial pause, and the phrases of the quatrains
usually extend over two lines. The difference lies in the more per-
ceptible stanzaic pattern of the latter. A peculiar feature of this
poetry is the rule that the two halves of a line must end in different
cadences; if the one be masculine, the other must be feminine. This
mark is found in Catalan ballads of the old French stratum, though
not perfectly. The effects may be perceived in some Castilian
ballads of French origin, though the rule is not known in
Spain.
The narrative songs of the Bretons and Provencals are of this
French type. So, too, are those of Lombardy and Piedmont, both
as to form and subject. These songs tend to be younger than
their French parallels, but are rougher and more narrative. Central
and southern Italy depend on popularized forms of the Tuscan
octave. The great mass of songs are either mere lyrical ejaculations,
like the Sicilian 'ciuri', or epigrammatic octaves. Narrative ballads
are few and derivative throughout the central Italian area, but they
are rather more numerous in Sicily, so much further removed from
the prestige of the literary dialect. It is a curious and significant
fact that France and Italy, the two lands of intense culture in the
Middle Ages, are weakly endowed with traditional narrative poetry;
and something of the sort seems to have applied to the folk of the
rich south of England. It is evidence of the incompatibility of
complex society and literate culture with ballad poetry. On the
other hand, French achievements in the 'chanson populaire' and
popularized forms of literature have a unique resonance in Europe,
and have much affected the ballads of Germany, Spain, and more
distant neighbours.
The Spanish ballads are rhymed, but not stanzaic. The unit of
composition is the octosyllable, which is not identical with the
French line of the same name. There is no pause at the end of the
octosyllable, but both the sense and assonance impose a pause after
sixteen syllables have been sung. The style is strictly narrative.
Style and subject-matter associate these 'romances' with the older
epic poems which flourished from the eleventh to the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries; and a theory holds the field that the
'romances' originated in fragments of epics. This explanation is
not entirely satisfactory even for the epical ballads; as to ballads of
adventure or of real life it can tell us little that is helpful. What is

